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There seems to be something about the end of millennia that arouses retrospective longings.

Historians, of all people, are vulnerable to these—not to making lists of the ten greatest this or

that, but to looking back over the course of history itself, and of what they have made of it. When

American historians evaluate the state of their own historiography, as in three very recent

anthologies, they have emphasized its vitality, the new fields which have been opened to

historical inquiry, and the interpretations or meta-narratives which have been discredited, or at

least challenged, by advances in historical scholarship.1 On the other hand, nobody has suggested

that new interpretations or grand narratives of comparable breadth are emerging. The disturbing

possibility has emerged that it is the very successes of professional historiography have led to

something of a crisis, especially in the alienation of the common reader from what the

professional historians are doing.2

This has provoked some of their most distinguished figures to engage in that most

American of genres, the jeremiad. Thus Bernard Bailyn, in his 1981 presidential address to the

American Historical Association: “The great proliferation of historical writing has served not to

illuminate the central themes of Western history but to obscure them.”3 Another AHA president,

C. Vann Woodward, writing a few months later, called historians to the “duty and privilege…to

present the results of the guild’s researches, or at least their significance, to the layman in

readable, unspecialized prose he can understand and enjoy.” They were clearly not rising to this

challenge, with the result that history, “once called a habitation of many mansions…has been

more recently described as scattered suburbs, trailer camps and a deteriorating central city.”4

On the substantive level, then, American history risks drowning in the surfeit of its own

successes. On the formal level, those (few, it must be said) American historians who have

worried about the epistemological status of what they are doing have been embroiled in a

controversy over the possibility of “objectivity” in historical writing. Peter Novick, in his
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magisterial history of the concept of objectivity in the historiography of the United States, saw

this issue as so central that Thomas Haskell rightly been called his book “the most complete

history of the American historical profession ever written for any purpose.”5 The title of Novick’s

final chapter refers to the condition of the children of Israel under the judges, when, as the

Hebrew Bible describes it, “There was no king in Israel, and every man did what was right in his

own eyes.”6 Here also, it would seem, is a state of confusion if not of chaos.

I shall attempt in this paper to evoke, if not to gratify, those millennial retrospective

longings by briefly tracing the course of American historiography and examining the validity of

the complaints about over-production, impossibility of syntheses, and doubts about the

possibility of attaining objective historical knowledge that presently shadow it.

My title is deliberately ambiguous, to refer both to all the historical works that U.S.

historians have written as well as to what has been written-—specially but not exclusively by

Americans—about the history of the United States. I do not however intend the loose usage of

“historiography” which supposes that its meaning is “the history of historical writing” or even “a

summary of the historical writing on a given topic.”

U.S. historians of the U.S., it must be remembered, are a minority of the large American

historical profession. There are some ten thousand full-time professional historians in the United

States.7 If we may judge by the distribution of fields in the twenty leading graduate programs and

twenty elite colleges, only about a third specialize in the history of the U.S.8 We must not forget

that one of the influences that constantly plays on American historians of the U.S. can come from

their colleagues in other fields of history, who may be accustomed to different paradigms of

explanation or exposed to foreign influence, like the structuralism and post-structuralism in

postwar France.

Left to their own resources, American historians of the U.S. have been notoriously resistant to

anything smacking of the philosophy or theory of history. As John Higham points out, they have

“made not a single, sustained effort to discuss the nature of historical knowledge.”9 Even when
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presented with it ready-made, as in Bernheim’s classic Lehrbuch der historischen Methode,

American scholars who wrote handbooks on history-writing simply ignored its theoretical

sections.10 Carl Becker’s idiosyncratic interest in philosophy of history was attributed by a

colleague to inability to afford travel to the archives where he could do “real” historical work.11

Thought about historiography has, however, entered through the back door because of the

predilection American historians have developed to write histories of American historical

writing. These accounts have allowed the historian of historiography a role as a middleman,

criticizing their predecessors but also helping readers (and other historians) to contextualize their

work. Paradoxically, those American historians of historiography, or those who have indulged—

usually in journalistic forums rather than learned books and articles—in speculation about

historical theory, or the state of American history generally, seem to have reached a consensus

that no consensus is possible. In other words, there is widespread agreement that—on every other

broad theme in American history—there can be at most an agreement to disagree. Almost all

contend that the course of American historical writing has led to an impasse in which no general

construal of the history of the country can command any general support.

Yet there is a “grand narrative” about American historiography itself. For those only

interested in the growth of professional history, it begins where American liberties were thought

to begin—in the forests (supplemented by libraries and seminar rooms) of Germany. Having sat

at the feet of Ranke and his many disciples—or, more frequently, at the feet of those who had sat

at those feet—these Gelehrter returned to spread the gospel of intensive rummaging in the

archives, transparent prose, and scrupulous abstention from any moralizing or other embroidery

of  wie es eigentlich gewesen. (This did not prevent them from launching many earnest civics

lessons at their readers, and adapting to American conditions the sort of romantic nationalism

they could have learned from Ranke.)12 But they did not return to empty historical fields, for the

great amateurs—Bancroft, Prescott, and Parkman, among others—had created a vigorous and

successful historiographical tradition, to which even hardened professional historians eventually

looked back with some nostalgia. Asked in 1948 to name the six greatest American historians no
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longer living, the Council of the American Historical Association voted for only one who wrote

in the twentieth century.13 However, the usual ritual parricide had to be carried out; the great

nineteenth-century amateurs had to be displaced, if not discredited, before they could be

venerated. The deed was done in the last decades of the nineteenth century. By 1900

professionals had seized control of the American Historical Review and dominated the fledgling

graduate programs of the most prestigious universities.

For another two decades the “amateurs” carried on a spirited resistance in the name of

literary quality and themes of greater public interest. Their most prominent champion was

President (and Doctor) Theodore Roosevelt, who had once submitted to Harvard a 45-page

handwritten historical thesis. (In nineteenth-century German universities, and in American

graduate programs which copied them, doctoral theses were little more than what would be

expected in a good undergraduate honors thesis today; they were perhaps 70 pages long and

required only a few months to complete.)14

The struggle to establish, and then make mandatory, professional standards of

historiography was intertwined with an attack on the myth of the American past that nineteenth-

century amateur historians had helped to create. Its classic exponent was George Bancroft, who

like Hegel conceived America as the ground where Spirit might unveil its next stage of

development.15 Hegel believed that the realm of freedom had been fully realized in the Germanic

world; but America was “the land of the future.” To Bancroft, the historical destiny of America

was to perfect that realm, untrammeled by the feudal relics and corruption of Europe. He thus

saw America as deeply implicated in European, and especially English, history—for American

institutions had “Anglo-Saxon” roots—yet transcending that history and, in  sense, completing

it..

This was a history congenial to the New England clerisy that had dominated American

historical writing. It is not surprising that its opponents came from the Middle West, and

especially from the University of Wisconsin. As is well known, Frederick Jackson Turner, in the

most influential historical article ever published in America, found the distinctive thread of
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American history not in the transplantation and perfection of European institutions, but in the

confrontation of frontiersmen with the untamed land and indigenous people of the West.16 Once

the 1890 census declared that there were no longer substantial areas of uninhabited land and the

frontier had reached the Pacific, Turner proclaimed that the first stage of American history had

come to a close.17

While Turner was tracing all distinctive American traits to the frontier experience, Carl

Becker was writing a tribute to the archetypal American state, Kansas, and Charles Beard was

preparing the second great blow to Bancroft’s conception of American history. This blow to be

lethal had to be delivered to the sacrosanct text of the U.S. constitution, which Beard interpreted

as the result of the self-interested schemes of financiers and land speculators to establish the kind

of government that would assure their dominance in the new nation.18

These men, together with James Harvey Robinson and, later, Vernon Louis Parrington,

were the leaders of what became known as the Progressive school of historians. Robinson was

the first to appropriate the title of New History to characterize their work—and of course to

stigmatize that of their adversaries as old-fashioned.19 Originally their nucleus was a school in the

strictest sense of the term, formed through friendships and discipleships formed at the University

of Wisconsin. Becker had gone there for his graduate work in order to study with Turner.

However the Progressive viewpoint eventually conquered Harvard and other citadels of Eastern

erudition. It could advance under the banner of Science (as economics, at least, was taken to be);

and it offered a counter-myth of the American past appropriate to the Progressive political

struggle against Eastern moneyed interests. This counter-myth emphasized elements of conflict.

Becker and others reinterpreted the American Revolution as partially a class war within the

colonies, and Beard saw the Civil War as fundamentally a confrontation between the growing

industrial capitalism of the North and the quasi-feudal slave-based mode of production of the

South. Yet these conflicts, to the Progressives, had had a happy issue, since they were stages

towards the creation of a more liberal polity and egalitarian society. Neither of these could have

been achieved had America remained within the British Empire, or had the Southern
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“slaveocracy” retained its power. There was much more to be done, of course, before that liberal

polity and egalitarian society actually came into being. The task of the Progressive historian, as

citizen, was to trace the winding and faltering steps made thus far, applaud the heroes who made

them, hiss the villains who obstructed them, and encourage those still carrying on the fight.

Although the Progressives for a time carried almost all before them, they never succeeded

in converting the entire American historical profession—and certainly not the still active

amateurs—to their point of view. Similarly, when the Progressive political issues were

resolved—most often by being dismissed—and the shine of novelty wore off the first New

History, some historians still remained devoted Progressives, even though after World War II

another interpretation was becoming dominant. In 1962 this was christened the “consensus

school” by John Higham; Gene Wise preferred the more nondescript “counter-Progressive.”20

Historians of varied political views—Richard Hofstadter, Daniel Boorstin, Perry Miller, and the

political scientist Louis Hartz being among the most prominent—were united in their skepticism

about the pieties of Progressivism and in their emphasis on the things that had not only held the

federal republic together, but enabled it to defeat Nazi Germany and become the world’s leading

power. (That the Soviet army inflicted about 80% of all German military casualties was seldom

emphasized.) If industrial capitalism was capable of creating such a mighty military machine in

the service of freedom, it could be forgiven some of its earlier crudities. If workers and

management could cooperate during the war, and increasingly do so in the postwar period, the

brief efflorescence of American socialism in the 1910s could be dismissed as an anomaly.

So the “consensus” or “counter-Progressive” historians characteristically argued that

writers like Becker and Beard had exaggerated the degree of class conflict and economic self-

interest in American political culture.21 They stressed instead the limits of conflict as compared to

broad consensus that had made a constitutional federal republic workable. However it would be

facile to dismiss them as mere apologists for the hegemony of American capitalism in its heyday

from 1945 to 1973. The best of them brought powerful minds and impressive skill in

interpretation to their work.
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Perhaps the masterpiece was Perry Miller’s three-volume treatment of “the New England

mind,” which, as Gene Wise and others have abundantly demonstrated, gave a far more

penetrating account of the rise and fall of the Puritan intellectual world than Parrington had

presented. Miller avoided any facile alignment of thinkers into “progressives” and

“conservatives”—a tendency in intellectual history reminiscent of the designation of Good and

Bad Kings which Sellar and Yeatman light-heartedly awarded English sovereigns.22 Even more

important, he faced the consequences of writing a history of almost uninterrupted decline,

resulting in the final state which Emerson called “the corpse-cold Unitarianism of Brattle Street

and Harvard College.” Measured against their aspirations for the Massachusetts Bay Colony, the

early Puritans must rank among American history’s great losers. Like all losers, their fate had

been to have a second defeat inflicted upon them by historians; but Miller succeeded in reviving

and revealing the rigors of the Puritan view of the world—an implicit challenge and rebuke to the

complacency of postwar America. So while political historians were pointing to consensus,

intellectual historians were emphasizing internal tensions. As Wise put it, “For counter-

Progressives, in contrast to Progressives, experience is basically paradox.”23

The “consensus” historians never achieved as wide a consensus as the Progressives had

enjoyed, nor one so durable. By the middle of the 1960s it was cracking up. Its troubles came

upon it from a number of directions. The Progressive historians still in the field were able to

present plausible reinterpretations of the major conflicts in American history, restoring the

emphasis on class struggle. A host of new topics began to intrigue historians: retrospective

econometrics or “cliometry”; psychohistory; historical demography and history of the family;

popular culture and mentalites; and perhaps most significantly, women’s history and the history

of ethnic minorities. Overshadowing this roiling intellectual scene was of course the American

intervention in the Vietnamese civil war, which threatened students with conscription into the

army, fostered suspicion that the country had been systematically lied to, and confronted the

over-age professor with the implication of the university in the war effort. This inspired some

historians to associate themselves with some element or groupuscule of “the movement”—a
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sprawling and loosely-organized effort with the modest aims of stopping the war, ending racism,

and creating economic justice in America. On the historiographical front, New Left historians,

following up the ideas of William Appleman Williams, argued that the Vietnam war was no

anomaly, but a logical consequence of American foreign policy which for the better part of a

century had been directed towards repressing colonial peoples in the interests of monopoly

capitalism. Although their chief impact was on diplomatic history, New Left historians aspired to

remake the entire historiography of America. These aspirations—and, to some extent,

accomplishments—are represented in Towards a New Past: Dissenting Essays in American

History24 One of the best articles in this collection, by Jesse Lemisch, reinstated ordinary

Americans as revolutionary agents in the struggle for independence, and exemplified the goal of

telling history “from the bottom up” which united New Left historians.25    

Changes in ideas never take place in an ethereal atmosphere hermetically sealed off from the

circumambient world (although they also are never nothing but superstructural secretions of that

world). Much of the present sense of confusion and even anomie among some American

historians can be traced to the changes in the American university as a social formation which

began in the mid-1960s under the shadow of the Vietnamese war.

One way of conceiving our present discontents is to remark that there are no longer

identifiable historical schools. The word “school” is often loosely applied to a group of historians

who agree on a certain interpretation or basic approach; but nobody has ever given a

comprehensive analysis of how to discern and describe an historical “school.”26 I propose to

apply the same criteria that we use for fish: that is, historians who travel and feed together are

certainly a school. In the earlier period of professional history, the central figure of many

historical schools—dare we call him the big fish?—was the doctoral supervisor who had worked

with a large number of graduate students. Like the German Doktorvater, on whom he—and in

those days it was always a he—was modeled, the supervisor assumed the responsibility not only

of guiding his students through their research projects,27 but also finding them their first jobs.
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These could be beginning positions in their own universities, or achieved through a manipulation

of some variety of Old Boy network.

This way of forming schools became much more difficult after the mid-1960s.  As

everybody has noticed, the opening to women of formerly all-male colleges and universities,

especially in New England, was instrumental in creating the field of women’s history. As Joan

Scott put it, the greater participation of women in higher education created not just new subjects,

but also new subject positions. Similarly, African-American high school graduates, whose

opportunities for higher education had been largely confined to woefully under-funded and

almost totally segregated Black institutions of higher education, began to be sought out by

formerly almost equally segregated White private colleges.

This impulse began before federal laws mandating affirmative action, but was powerfully

stimulated by them. Colleges and universities were required to have affirmative action officers

whose job was to monitor recruiting practices, not to insure that women or ethnic minority

scholars were appointed—though they often were—but that at least a good faith effort had been

made to include some in the pool of candidates. Many universities undertook to diversify their

faculties as quickly as possible, often going beyond what affirmative action required, and in fact

sometimes beyond what the law would have permitted, since searches where only women, or

only African-Americans, were allowed on the short list were not unusual.

The inevitable—and as almost everyone would agree, desirable—consequence of such

practices was the well-known admission to faculty and student bodies of some at least of the

formerly excluded.28 Less well known, but equally important for our topic, was the change

wrought by the requirement that searches make a diligent effort to locate minority candidates.29

This virtually mandated that job openings be advertised, and thus opened to application by

anybody who read the advertisement. The American Historical Association also began to urge its

members not to take part in searches where the position had not been advertised.

This was a serious blow to the Doktorvater tradition. The power to influence

appointments was the economic cement that could make possible the establishment by a leading
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researcher of a school of his followers. There was nothing necessarily sinister about such

groupings.30 To one of the last surviving examples we owe the studies of towns in colonial

Massachusetts done by the students of Bernard Bailyn at Harvard.31 Nor should one suppose that

American graduate students always had to have a patron, like attaching themselves to some

eighteenth-century English nobleman in hopes of entering parliament through a pocket borough.

Nevertheless, it couldn’t hurt; and admiration for the scholarship of one’s supervisor was

doubtless sometimes enhanced by hopes that a good word from him would smooth the way to a

good job.

The Old Boy network worked best when relatively few universities produced PhDs,

when these formed a clearly recognized hierarchy, and when jobs were not only not advertised,

but were sufficiently scarce for recommendations to weigh heavily. It was already weakening in

the 1960s because good jobs were so plentiful. Enrollments in higher education had vastly

increased, starting with the great influx made possible by the GI Bill of Rights. Furthermore,

enrollments in history courses were proportionally twice as great as they had been in the 1930s.

This increased demand produced a proportionate—and eventually disproportionate—

supply. Half the PhDs awarded prior to 1980 were conferred in the 1960s, and it appears possible

that there will never again be so many earned in a single year as the 1,213 earned in 1973.32 Alas,

the long gestation period for PhDs left many vulnerable to a decline in history enrollments that

seems to have begun, in elite colleges at least, in 1967-68.33 After 1973 the pellmell increase in

higher education that began in 1946, which had been driven by the enormous expansion of public

universities, was stalled by hard economic times and the declines in public spending arising from

a recrudescence of the chronic America phobia about paying taxes. The result was a shortage of

jobs so severe that the influence of the Doktorvater, becoming unnecessary in the 1960s, now

became ineffectual. Even the much-heralded retirement of the generation of teachers hired in the

boom period 35 to 45 years ago has not improved the job prospects of beginning historians very

much, because it has been estimated that for every three retirements, there will be no replacement
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at all for one, only part-time replacements for the second, and one tenure-track replacement for

the third.

This inevitably creates a climate of intense competition. Nobody without at least some

publications by the time she leaves graduate school stands much of a chance for a good job. The

demand for a first book, and a second one underway, at the time tenure is decided is now

widespread. One consequence has been that great increase in the amount of published historical

work which is what now raises the alarm about “over-production.”34 The mere quantity of what is

being turned out is daunting enough to anyone attempting to keep abreast of the literature; claims

to have mastered, or even read, all the relevant secondary sources—a traditional expectation of

historians--ring increasingly hollow. To make matters worse, there is little excuse now for not

knowing of the relevant literature, whereas the relatively primitive bibliographical searching

tools used before the Internet mercifully allowed considerable ignorance about what one’s

colleagues were doing.

There is furthermore another aspect of “over-production” in the present employment

context. It is a mathematical certainty that the more which is published, the greater the chances of

saying more or less the same thing that somebody else has already said. This puts an

extraordinary value on novelty—discovering new sources or, even more impressively,

propounding a new interpretation. Whereas the historical school emphasizes collaborative work

directed towards fleshing out an agreed-upon interpretation, or style of interpretation—something

like what Thomas Kuhn has called “normal science”--the present scene seems conducive to

spawn attempted paradigm shifts.35

This, I contend, is an important aspect of the sociology of historical knowledge at the end of this

millennium. These sociological facts, however, are not reflected or experienced directly in

historical work. Instead they are show up in the complaints of  “over-production,” the laments

that all the work being done is making any accessible and persuasive synthesis impossible, and,
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in a theoretical mode, the worrying of the notion of objectivity which Novick has so exhaustively

chronicled.

American historians are bound to have an ambivalent attitude towards laments about

“over-production.” A graduate student or an untenured historian dare not be unproductive; a

tenured one risks the charge of having become “dead wood” if she does not also keep up a steady

stream of publications. This attitude is sustained by the scientific aspirations, if not

achievements, of historical scholarship, and certainly by the appeal of collaborative work. What

cheers the historian in the long and tedious days in the archives, or at the writing desk, addressing

a problem of no conceivable interest to anybody but a handful of fellow specialists, is the thought

that eventually the “facts” unearthed will take their place within a grander structure. The

positivists, like Langlois and Seignobos in their famous nineteenth-century handbook of

historiography,36 believed that the “powder of facts” (dust seems to creep into metaphors about

historiography) could be agglutinated into the form of historical laws. More recently the

comforting hope has been that they could be embedded into some kind of grand narrative. J.

Franklin Jameson, who undoubtedly had the most influence on the American historical

profession in the first three decades of the twentieth century, expressed this consoling thought

eloquently, if a little poignantly, in a letter to Henry Adams: “I struggle on, making bricks

without much idea of how the architects will use them, but believing that the best architect that

ever was cannot get along without bricks, and therefore trying to make good ones.”37 This dream

of historians has certainly not died. Gordon Wood, for example, still cherished it in 1995,

claiming that “History is an accumulative science, gradually gathering truth through the steady

and plodding efforts of countless practitioners turning out countless monographs.”38 Although the

inventory of bricks made by Jameson and all his successors is certainly piling up, and the

architects seem to have absented themselves, Wood undoubtedly speaks for many historians who

would say “Over-production? What over-production?”

Yet even the most enthusiastic champions of piling up monographs and expanding the

scope of historical scholarship manifest some anxiety about the absence of grand-scale
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interpretations of the American past. Social historians, in particular, have confronted the greatest

difficulty in synthesizing such developing bodies of historical literature as ethnic histories,

studies of women, sexuality, family life, labor, and the city. Alice Kessler-Harris repeats the

aspirations of Jameson with an even more common metaphor: “most new social historians have

chosen to elaborate the microcosm in the hope that their own tiny contribution to the jigsaw

puzzle will help ultimately to construct a new interpretation of our past.”39 Even to make a

comprehensive history of American society has proved too difficult; at present a synthesis of

social and political history seems impossible. The Annaliste advocates of histoire totale dodged

the latter problem by proclaiming that political events were only a froth on the surface of the

deeper waves of climatic, demographic, and economic change which governed the lives of

ordinary people. This strategy, however, works much better for the medieval and early modern

European peasantry than for Americans in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

There are both liberal and radical paradigms for weaving together social and political

developments, but both have been more or less discredited. “Modernization theory” was much in

vogue, especially among social scientists, in the immediate postwar period, and still has some

exponents, like Francis Fukuyama.40 It has lost credibility as the less developed countries did not

follow the expected pathways to the telos of modernity and as critics on the left stigmatized it as

an ideological screen for the “development of underdevelopment” engineered by the capitalist

powers. Although the intellectual claims of Marxism were not necessarily implicated in the

collapse of Marxist regimes in Eastern Europe, Marxism as an interpretation of history since

1989 has been dragged into the rubble of those command economies. In any event Marxism was

never a major influence on more than comparatively few American historians.

This has left the demand for synthesis unsatisfied. There is a way of beginning to meet it,

and more than one way of dismissing it. Thomas Bender, in the best-known programmatic sketch

of a possible synthesis, criticized his fellow social historians for “the proliferation of intensely

parochial, nearly hermetic discourses around a series of social units smaller than societies or

nations.”41 He did not advocate abandoning the nation as a unit of analysis, but, following the
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French anthropologist Pierre Bourdieu, proposed redefining it as the site of “public culture.”

Thus expanded, political history could encompass all the ways that power is articulated and

exercised within a national community, and provide a way to bring the multifarious studies of

labor, locality, gender, race and ethnicity, and sexuality and the family into touch with the sense

of politics expressed in the feminist slogan “The personal is political.”

Bender acknowledges that “a new principle of synthesis is more likely to be discovered as

the product of practice than to be created by manifestos.”42 He does offer as examples of what he

has in mind four studies making “a fruitful attempt to orient the study of groups to the making of

public culture.” These are: a book about the family in Oneida County, New York, from 1790 to

1865; a study of the Democratic party in the Northern states in the mid-nineteenth century; a PhD

thesis about the New York City draft riots of 1863; and Eric Foner’s Nothing but Freedom:

Emancipation and its Legacy.43  

Bender’s proposal has attracted some interest, and certainly some works beyond those he

cites can be fitted comfortably into his framework.44 All, however, fall rather short of the national

synthesis that Bender uses as his benchmark, Charles and Mary Beards’ The Rise of American

Civilization (1927). Furthermore, as Bender acknowledges, it is one thing to put forward a bright

idea about how a synthesis can be achieved, and quite another to achieve such a synthesis. Until

Bender or someone else takes this second step, his idea remains abstract.

There remain other ways to respond to the synthetically challenged state of American

historiography. One asserts that syntheses, no matter how desirable they might be, are now and

forever beyond our reach. Thus David Harlan claims that it is vain to imagine “the imminent

arrival of some new master historian who will present us with an interpretation of the past so

powerful and compelling as to bring order out of chaos and establish a new paradigm for writing

history.” This is guaranteed, he thinks, by the dynamic of research, because the more powerful

and authoritative the interpretation, the more counter-interpretations it provokes. There is no way

out of this dilemma, for “Not only do we have no dominant organizing interpretations and
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generally recognized exemplars…we have no established procedures for evaluating all these new

interpretations.”45

Alternatively, some historians exalt the monographic work historians are doing, and deny

anything but luxury status to syntheses. Eric Monkkonen, for example, claims that “For all the

discussions about syntheses, they constitute only a small part of the contribution professional

historians make to the world of learning and human understanding. The profession can survive

without them, but it cannot survive without research published in monographs and articles.”46

Finally, some historians positively revel in the buzzing, blooming confusion of their sub-fields.

Timothy J. Gilfoyle warns that “Calls for synthesis…risk imposing a new urban orthodoxy.” For

nearly twenty years, he notes, “urban history has flourished in interdisciplinary chaos.” The

consequence is that “urban historians move from subject to subject disconnected and detached

(dare I say alienated) from one another.” But not to worry; this is the way cities themselves are,

“always in motion, pluralistic, rarely calm, resistant to efforts to logically comprehend their total

meaning. Should we expect anything different from urban scholarship?”47 

Europeans, not surprisingly, are more guarded. Frank Ankersmit sees the proliferation of

historical studies not as the burgeoning of a springtime, but as an autumnal scene where the last

leaves (of paper, of course) have fallen from the trees and blown away. We cannot discover

where they once were on the trees; it remains for us only to look at the records from the past and

arrange them in patterns “we can form from them now, the way in which this pattern can be

adapted to other forms of civilization existing now.”48

This would require a radical reorientation of historical thought, which could no longer

take refuge in ritual reiterations of the canons of historical “craftsmanship.” One example of the

patterns Ankersmit seeks would be to reinvent some grand narratives. Historians still have the

shards of such narratives. They may guide our attention to one problem rather than another,

identify “gaps” which might repay a PhD investigation, or tell us what is to be expected as

opposed to what is strange enough to require explanation. Yet historians are sufficiently

postmodernist—another insight of Ankersmit’s—to distrust the genre of Great Story, either
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because they believe themselves to be interested only in the particular, or they fear that Great

Stories are hegemonic and essentialist.49

These issues are closely related to the vexed issue of objectivity. It is probably true that

discussions of objectivity have, as Harlan charges, preoccupied historians and bored their

students for many years. He conjures up an imaginary scene of the entire body of American

historians assembled in the Whaleman’s Chapel in New Bedford and with one voice uttering the

cry, “Dear God, please spare us yet another wearisome treatise on pragmatism and objectivity.”50

I enter this mare’s nest cautiously, reassured that at least I shall not waste readers’ time with a

treatise-length discussion, and hopeful that I may not only slightly clarify the “objectivity

question” but also illuminate the present condition of American historiography.

Introducing his history of the “objectivity question,” Novick remarks “I don’t think the

idea of historical objectivity is true or false, right or wrong: I find it not just essentially contested,

but essentially confused.”51 Rather than attempting a philosophical clarification, he states his

willingness to use even what he considers an incoherent concept, on grounds that he is only a

part-time philosopher but a full-time historicist.

I think anybody who examines the literature on “objectivity” in history—especially,

unfortunately, that written by historians—will share Novick’s sense that the concept is confused.

The beginning of wisdom about “objectivity,” I think, is to defer any consideration of that

abstract noun (and the adverb “objectively”) until we have explored the adjective “objective.” As

soon as it is reified into a noun, it begins to suggest a state of mind or a condition of utterances so

rarefied that it is no wonder historians have thrown up their hands and concluded that

“objectivity” (in whatever sense they use the word) is impossible.

An immediate advantage of talking about the adjective is that we can learn something

from thinking about its antonyms. Of these the first and most obvious is “subjective.” To call a

statement “objective” is at the very least to suggest that it might be credible to a number of

people, whereas to speak of a “subjective” statement or point of view is to imply that it is purely
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personal—perhaps the fruit of some extraordinary insight not vouchsafed to ordinary minds, or,

more commonly, idiosyncratic if not cranky. Simply to call some statement or point of view

“subjective” does not directly challenge its truth claims, since a statement might be true even if it

had occurred to only one person in a dream. It is usually an ad hominem conclusion to an

argument: if statements have been shown to be false, this is a way of accounting for why

somebody nevertheless believed them.

Historians thus regularly try to exclude “subjective” statements from their discourse. Such

statements would, among other things, undermine accumulative work, of the sort that historical

schools are best qualified to do, since this requires that workers must have confidence in one

another’s contributions. This is the sort of confidence that a hallmark like “objective” inspires.

However we must note that just as “subjective” does not mean “untrue,” calling a history

“objective” does not mean it is “real” or “true,” much less “definitive.”  

This has been elegantly demonstrated by J.L. Gorman, who has analyzed accounts of the

career of William Joyce (“Lord Haw-Haw”), who made broadcasts for the Axis during World

War II.52 One is by A.J.P. Taylor, the favorite source of historical prose for philosophers to treat;

the other an excerpt from Chambers’s Encyclopedia. Taylor’s account, Gorman shows, is biased

in favor of Joyce; the other, whose entry starts “Joyce, William, traitor” is biased against him.

Although Taylor’s account does contain some false statements, it is not these, but rather

arranging factual statements selectively and indulging in emotive language which expresses bias.

If all factual misstatements were removed, the bias would remain. Furthermore, the entry in

Chambers’s Encyclopedia contains no false statements, and so is not logically incompatible with

Taylor’s account, as corrected. Yet since both still seem biased, they cannot be equally

acceptable, and probably neither should be accepted. To drive the point home, Gorman constructs

an alternative account that is, in a sense, completely untrue, in that every single sentence contains

some factual error, and yet is more acceptable than the biased accounts. His point is that when we

evaluate historical writing, we must look not just at the acceptability of statements (their

credibility as truth claims) but also the acceptability of the selection of sentences. If the selection
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seems to have been tendentious, the account can justly be accused of suppressio veri and

probably also suggestio falsi. (A newsworthy and topical example of these ancient species of

deceptions that are not exactly lies is the response of President Clinton to the question whether he

had ever been alone with Monica Lewinsky in the Oval Office. He said that he believed she had

once brought him pizza there—as indeed she had.)

Once we can get our minds around the idea that “objective” is not a synonym of

“truthful,” we can disentangle questions about its appropriate use from the sort of

epistemological and ontological issues that all too quickly insert themselves. One necessary

presupposition of historical scholarship—and one which certainly accords with common-sense

perceptions—is that the past is, or at least was, real, and that it was as it was, its existence then

unaffected by our current ideas about it. Sometimes this is expressed as the claim that the past is

or was “objectively real.” But this easily leads to the idea that historians can make a verbal icon

of the past (whose aptness could presumably be established by some sort of correspondence to

it); and that only such a verbal icon—supposing one were possible—would deserve to be called

“objective.” Many historians desperately clutch this idea, as if to relinquish it would be to lead

straight or ultimately to such horrors as claims that the Holocaust never happened. This however

is an ontological or epistemological issue that can be kept separate from proper usage of

“objective.”

 This brings us to a second antonym for “objective,” namely “biased” or “tendentious.”

Historians would be most reluctant to give up these antonyms. How else could they characterize

those histories of the Russian Revolution which omitted Trotsky, or “revisionist” accounts of

World War II which happened not to mention the Holocaust? But if “true objectivity is

impossible”—which we must translate as “no historical account can conceivably be correctly

called “objective”—then no account can meaningfully be called biased, either. By the same

token, it is meaningless to call all histories “subjective.” Obviously they are written by particular

people who are embedded in a network of cultural assumptions, some of which—and those the

most important—they were unaware of. But this is true of every statement ever made, whether
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about the Investiture Conflict or the orbit of Mars. It is inapt to call Kepler’s computations of the

orbits of the planets just as “subjective” as his private congeries of astrological notions.

This point is expressed by logicians as the “principle of non-vacuous contrasts.” Unless at

least one case can be specified to which an adjective could be appropriately applied, it means

nothing. By the same token, if an adjective applies to everything, it becomes vacuous. In other

words, unless we are mindful of this principle, the “revisionist” historian can turn aside the

objection that his history is biased by saying, “So what? Don’t you know that all histories are

biased?”

I frequently encounter the statement that “all histories are biased” in undergraduate

comments, but, alas, not only there. It is alleged to be a consequence of the fact that historians

have inevitably selected some statements to include rather than others. Descartes, in the

Discourse on Method, remarks that “even the most accurate of histories, if they do not exactly

misrepresent or exaggerate the value of things in order to render them more worthy of being read,

at least omit in them all the circumstances which are basest and least notable; and from this fact it

follows that what is retained is not portrayed as it really is…”53 But although this appears to point

to selectivity as fatal to the scientific status of history, it is not a criticism of selectivity per se. It

is, rather, an attack on ordinary suppressio veri. Not until the arrival of full-blown historicism in

the nineteenth century could anyone suppose that the fact that a historian lives at a particular time

in a particular place, and says something rather than everything, ipso facto disqualifies her from

making objective statements.

Like all variants of extreme skepticism, such an opinion is of course self-refuting, since

somebody at a particular time and place entertains it. It also begs the interesting question about

objective historical accounts, which is whether selectivity is necessarily arbitrary, or whether any

rational criteria of relevance can be identified. This is a question that has attracted little attention

from philosophers of history, and so no general criteria have been proposed, much less generally

accepted. Perhaps no general criteria will ever be acceptable; and yet all of us, historians or not,

certainly are able to identify irrelevancies in a story or history, and if we are knowledgeable about
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the matters related, we can sometimes detect when a crucially important detail has been omitted

in the telling.

We can do this without being historical realists. In other words, when we call a statement

or account “objective” we are not warranting that it corresponds to past “reality” or is an exact

copy or representation of some past state of affairs. Nor, despite the tendency of Novick’s book

to do so, should we equate “objective” with “neutral.” A historian can take a decisive stand on

one side of an issue, and so long as she does so without a biased selection of evidence or

indulgence in emotive and inflammatory language, her presentation of that stand still deserves to

be called “objective.”54

As I have argued, one reason why “objectivity” has come into ill repute is its (logically

unnecessary) association with a correspondence theory of truth. That theory holds that there is

only one “true” story about any set of events; and historians who believe this tend to associate

being able to “tell the truth about history” (as a recent book puts it) with “objectivity.” Those of

us who believe that the evidence about past events often supports a number of true accounts can

characterize some or even all of these as objective.

Does this mean that “objectivity” is, after all, possible? As English-speakers, we easily

tack a suffix onto an adjective and make it into a noun. When this operation is performed on

“objective,” there is a swerve of meaning. “Objective” is a term we may apply to, or withhold

from, statements or accounts. “Objectivity” is a state of mind that a person might have. Most of

us can make objective utterances, at least some of the time; but I doubt that anybody is capable of

this invariably, and yet this is apparently what “objectivity” would require. No wonder that seems

impossible.

Even if this argument has succeeded in reducing some confusion about the words

“objective” and “objectivity,” and rescued such words for occasional use by historians, it has not

of course addressed the other important issues that have entwined themselves with this concept.

We still confront such puzzles as how to reconcile our sense of the reality of the past with our

equally strong sense that it is no longer here and is unavailable for any comparison with any
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account of it. I have already mentioned the unaccomplished task of specifying rational criteria for

the relevance of facts adduced in any historical account. The relationship of history to

imaginative literature and to the other social sciences, which I have barely touched on here,

remains both full of promise and also of danger, since history risks either losing any right to

make truth claims or losing any autonomy and becoming merely an aspect of other disciplines.

Although historians constantly evaluate different historical accounts without succumbing to the

view that one is as good as another, the grounds on which they do so remain to be fully

explicated.55 Finally, it seems unlikely that professional historians can continue to flourish unless

they find a way to respond to the general public’s apparently voracious demand for history, even

if it is expressed in watching the History Channel, visiting theme parks, or retro fashions and

baseball stadiums.

Another notorious feature of the end of millennia is the efflorescence of prophecy. Some await

the end of the world; others have proclaimed the end of history. The historiography of the United

States probably is in crisis. It frequently is. Historians put it there, by the history they write, and

what they write about that history. Since the general public, and funding agencies, seem

increasingly to lack interest in this academic historical output, this may be the final crisis.56 What

we now think of as professional historiography is, after all, less than two centuries old, and we

have no guarantee that it will not pass away. But there is no need to panic. It seems obvious that

historians have solved the problem of discovering facts about the past, since we have never had

such an overwhelming abundance of true historical statements. These will continue to

accumulate at least as long as historical scholarship is commodified; nor is it in danger from any

emphasis on narrative or clamor for synthesis. Where the frontier of history lies is where the

rules run out; where the task is to make some superior sense of an assortment of historical facts.

It does seem unlikely that people will lose their interest in telling stories about what has

happened to themselves or other people in the past. As long as they care whether they are talking

about real people or real events, as opposed to those that have just been made up, there will still
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be an audience for history. If it is frequently satisfied by adulterated goods, the challenge for

professional historians to tell more truthful stories,  “adapted to forms of civilization existing

now,” remains.
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